INTRODUCTION
Progress in contrast ultrasonography has largely been a consequence of the development of contrast-specific imaging methods hat have arisen from improvements in our understanding of the behavior of bubbles in an acoustic field. These exploit their nonlinear behavior, including the generation of higher and subharmonics and their disruption when exposed to high incident pressure sound waves.
Although recently introduced new sonographic technology including second harmonic imaging (HI) and pulse inversion harmonic imaging (PIHI) posses own unique technical aspect, comparison of each imaging modalities according to technical aspect  particularly, the effects of transducer output power and scanning method on contrast enhancement, has not been performed systemically.
In When properly insonated at increasingly higher mechanical indices (MI), microbubbles display non-linear scattering properties which lead to generation of harmonic components or bubble destruction. The maximum detectability is reached when MI of the US beam is high enough to destroy bubbles and produce a transient high-intensity wideband signal which can be detected using specifically designed US techniques.
In general, increases of MI in any contrastenhanced sonographic techniques cause more stronger enhancement of flow signal intensity. However, there are significant differences in the intensity and duration of contrast enhancement among imaging modalities as well as scanning method. In our results, intermittent scan of PIHI showed best depiction of flow signal intensity. Although high MI group, intermittent scanning with PIHI revealed prolonged enhancement of flow signal. Therefore, PIHI can offer better delineation of vessels even at low MI because of its superior sensitivity to agent and better resolution of bubble disruption, especially in assessing slow flow. 
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